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About This Game

Find out who's the deadliest gunslinger of all. Challenge your friends to a duel on the internet or over LAN and prove once for
all that you draw the fastest.

Duel VR is a multiplayer western VR game of whizzing bullets, broken glass, explosions and a bad comedy. Show that you have
the fastest gun and sharpest aim in the wild west that is The Internet.
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Visit 4 PvE and 4 PvP arenas with their unique features and quirks.

The game contains many objects with individual physical behaviours. Enjoy breaking bottles, splitting bones, cutting wood, or
just blowing stuff up. And yeah, the birds.

Hone your skills with one of four variously controlled and behaving weapons:

 The Rifle

 The Revolver

 The Axe

 The Bow

Pick one of 8 hand-crafted characters to take the bullets for you in the online battles.
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Title: Duel VR
Genre: Action, Casual, Early Access
Developer:
Booster Space
Publisher:
Greenlight Games
Release Date: 1 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit only)

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or similar

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 or similar

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

Additional Notes: HTC Vive

English
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Simply a boring game that is way too easy and simple. It is basically tug-of-war where you have to balance when to "save up
energy" and when to "pull". Very tedious.. A wonderful Rail RTS Game, was very similar to those flash games you played in
2009. Brings back memories in a good way. Buy this game if you want a good time and wanna go bowling!

Yes.. I paid 10 cents for this game and probably somebody else did the same. Still better value that winrar and i would give this
game 4 days of development. Sure, don't expect a lot from a game that costs 1\u20ac but look at orion prelude which is actually
good game. It's a no from me, besides you don't get trading cards as promised. I'm only here to say;
To get your additional trainers: go talk to Sakura. Go to your gift box and receive your addons from there.

You're welcome.. Fun short game with surprisingly well done voice acting.. Best game of all time.. Honestly I only got it with
the bundle. It looked pretty cool being able to form the environment and what not but it is not user friendly. The viewing
controls along with the speed of looking\/ moving around is too difficult. Maybe theres some setting to fix it but I dont know.
Im more stuck on the other software to put any time into this one.. Best $5 you can ever spend on steam, skip the burger and
fries, buy this instead. That meal will last you 6hrs at best, this will last you days. The number of levels, of unlocks of armies, $5
is a steal.

warning: your value of apples will skyrocket after this game. 9min of this game
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kds_DbWeXHg

It's a fairly a simple game.
On the left you will have a leaf counter that goes up slowly, this is used to pay for pillar parts or make the gain faster.
Your pillar parts are under the battle field and what the little guy will look like is above it.
Each segment of the pillar is added to the head and then you send the little tyke off to kill.
Each part you add gives them some hp + whatever bonus the segment gives like say armor, speed, hp, defense, but most are
weapons.
When you send them out they will start at your tree (left side unless your in co-op) and move out until they come to an enemy or
the opponents tree.
At that point they will attack with what ever weapon they have or bite if they have none.
Push them back and take out their tree without them doing it to you first.
If the level was at the base of a tree on the level map you'll fight a boss.

After fights you can upgrade your pillars segments, the tree's leaf gain, tree hp, the trees gun or change your pillars skin.
There are also 3 animal helpers that you can buy to call in during a fight, a squirrel (gives you leaves), a turtle mage (slows
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enemies), & a bird (craps on all opponents and they will lose health).
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this is my favorit game
. Simple and fun. I found out about this game from my friend who said someone from her town made it. I tried it out and it is
fun.

Something to note though was I couldn't get the game to work at first with mouse and keyboard but found out the game does
support it. When your in the menu screen go to "Controlls" and press "2" to switch to keyboard controls. Once that is done you
can play without issue.. I don't know why I often associated this game with another series but deep down, I knew it wasn't
related. It was also time for me to play it and to stop letting it rot my backlog.

Henry and Laura, with their two children Emily and Francis, are visiting their aunt Amy in Egypt. However, when Jynxie the cat
escaped, the family finds itself trapped into a lost tomb, separated from each other and forced to find a way to reunite and bring
together their findings to escape a deadly trap set by a Pharaoh that killed his own brother and cursed his memory.

Escape The Lost Kingdom: The Forgotten Pharaoh is a casual adventure game, with hidden objects scenes and puzzles. Each
member of the family has a special item: Francis has googles with glyph visions, showing him areas of interests, Emily has the
Time Amulet, showing her the previous state of a room, Laura is holding the key to many enigmas thanks to Amy's diary and
Henry is carrying with him tools (hammer, shower and crowbar). Each chapter is seen through Francis, Emily and the parents
first, before the kids finding themselves and exploring their areas. In the end, the family is reunited for the final push: they're
each carrying items needed (staff, torn painting, etc..).

Indeed, some parts of the game can't be access unless you have Francis's Googles for example. Besides, each member is
carrying items found in their part that will be useful at the end, when the inventories will fuse together. The puzzles are
relatively easy, though you may need Amy's diary to find out clues. I had to resort to a walkthrough twice because I couldn't see
what to do. And it wasn't because I didn't read Amy's diary. It was mainly because I couldn't understand well the meaning of the
enigma.

Escape the Lost Kingdom is clearly set in an early era of the genre, though it was transitioning, as it's not hidden objects scenes
set as main gameplay. But when you clear a location, it's shown. The map is also an indication of that and isn't interactive at all.

However, while the story is only about escaping and not about the Forgotten Pharaoh (everything is explained in the beginning
in other words and while you're expecting the main story to come back to that, apart one or two mentions by Emily, the Pharaoh
is really forgotten), I would have expected a longer game. Even if you can choose who you'll play first when the whole family is
splitted up (Emily, Henry and Laura, Francis), after that, the game is taking back the control: the kids will have to go through
more trials than the parents as they found quickly the reunion point.

Besides, it's not the graphics that will reconcile people with hidden objects games as they're kinda giving the feel of being
outdated. While I appreciated the drawned cutscenes, Francis seemed really an angry child and Henry very serious, where the
girls are smiling. And given the scenario, it's sad that you don't have any change in their expression. I would have appreciated
Emily's rolling her eyes when saying that she's a big girl now.

The soundtrack is nice, like the voice actings. That's why it's just sad that the emotions aren't matching.

The feature that showed me how old the game is (and it's not even so old) is the mention of 3D glasses use. You can play the
game with it. As I don't know where my old glasses are (from the middle of the '90, mind you), I couldn't try it.

Anyway, should I recommend it? Yeah, even if I feel like the game is missing something: too short, not many use of the tools
typical to each character, no real freedom of choice despite the beginning, what about the Forgotten Pharaoh and outdated
graphics. But it's still an enjoyable moment to pass.

However, buy it during a sale or in a bundle. Five bucks for it seems too much for the content.. The best thing in this game is
able to play offline.

Mostly in this genre is on mobile and require internet connection.

Thanks for bring it to PC and make it able to play offline.. Real easy and fun and casual game :) GET IT !! ITS CHEAP AND
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HAS CARDS AND ACHIEVS :P and you can drop bird poop on pillers lol so NUF SAID GET IT!!!. For anyone curious to
know what the PC changes are compared to the Android \/ IOS version...

PC Version:
- Removed the stamina system
- Removed training time, now you can stat up instantly in training mode, as long as you have the gold.
- Removed all in-app purchases
- Shops had their gacha system removed from the game
- Reworked diamond rewards from quests, completing entire area now grants 5 star guardians instead of gems.
- Does not require an online connection, however, your "friends" tab while exploring will be randomly generated.
- No more boss modes. (You can farm guardian shards from normal levels through the treasure system)

For what it's worth, it's a fun RPG puzzle game. After going through a quick tutorial, you can customize your character's name
and appearance. You can not make multiple characters, however. Gameplay is a match 3 game, fairly simple if you're familiar
with puzzles and dragons. You are given a fair amount of time to create matches. And...

Matching...
- 3+ sword icons causes your character to attack
- 3+ paw icons causes your current active guardian to attack (and fill a bit of it's special attack gauge)
- 3+ star icons fills up your own character's special attack gauge
- 3+ heart icons restore a portion of your HP
- 3+ gold icons rewards you with a bit more gold at stage completion.

Sounds simple enough, though to gain chests in battle, there are certain matching conditions you have to fulfill, and some of
those corner matches can be a giant pain. If your mouse cursor ever leaves the grid, it will consider it as releasing your hold and
end the turn. This can be troublesome later on when the matching conditions get tremendously tough.

All in all, a fun puzzle game, is it worth it's current price though? Your mileage may vary.. Build a caterpillar with turrets and
bombs and spider launchers and oh my god when it dies it explodes into angry bees - then march it at your opponents base who
also has such a caterpiller.
Counter his caterpillars with your caterpillers. Repeat.
The basic gameplay loop is quite fun, if not inspired. It's certainly enjoyable and well worth giving a shot if you've got a few
minutes to spare at the time.
The problem is the grind. It's like a pay-to-win mobile game without the pay-to-win. The paywalls exist, the tedious to acquire
ingame currency exists, but the pay real money to skip that part doesn't. I'm not saying this is a bad thing - pay-to-win is literally
the devil and will be the death of video games if we don't stamp it out now.
(Looking at you Blizzard)
My point is why would you have the psychological elements and gameplay blocks built in that would coerce you to pay real
money if you don't pay real money? It's tedium for the sake of tedium.
The game is fun, don't get me wrong, but play it until it isn't and know when to stop.
Hitcents, I know you do mobile games and you've probably got a template, but know your platform yeah?
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